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1.     Kation»! and Cowasreial Profitability 

The point of benefit-cost analysis in general is to do for a 

government ministry or agency what & oash-flow analysis does for a 

private investor*   to provide guidano© in the formulation and 

evaluation of investment projects.    The essential difference is 

the point of views    cash-flow analysis examines projeots from the 

vantage point of an owner for whom the assumed goal ia the flow of 

funds into the company treasury;    benefit-cost analysis examines 

projects fram the vantage point of a government for which the 

assumed goal is the improvement of the quality of life. 

The balance of a project's cash—flow account,   its "commercial 

profitability", may be very different from the balance of its 

benefit-cost account,  its "national economic profitability".   Por 

example, a p.-ojeot that would expand the supplies of an essential 

oommodit:   might find markets only if the commodity's price is 

reduced by an amount that more than offsets the expanded volume of 

sales.    The negative cash-flow of such a project would obviously 

make it oomnjercially unprofitable even without any calculation of 

its costs.    From a national point of view, however, the benefits 

to oonsuners from ?.ower prices might make the project very desirable. 

The difference in point cf view makes it quits natural that - 

coamercial profitability and national economic profitability should 

diverge.    The effects .of a project on consumers, on employaient, 

on the balance of international payments, on the distribution of 
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income - all of which are essential concerns of a government - are 

merely instrumental to a project's commercial profitability. It xs 

only in an abstract model of the .conomy, one stripped of concen- 

trations of economic power, of external effeote and other inconvenient 

attributes of the real world, that the »invisible hand" of competitive 

markets can be counted upon to make the particular interest charac- 

terized by commercial profitability coincide with the general 

interest characterized by national economic profitability. In 

reality, commercial profitability is a poor guide to formulating 

and evaluating investment projects in the public interest. 

This is not to say that calculations of national economic 

profitability oan or ought to completely replace calculations of 

oorameroial profitability. A government that evaluates private 

sector projects in the role of development banker, or controller 

of foreign exchange or specific raw materials, cannot ignore a 

project' s oommercial viability. For it cannot in general enjoin a 

private firm to undertake the project or make substantial alterations 

in its design or operation in order to enhance its national economic 

profitability if these would wipe out the project's commercial 

profits. Whenever a private firm (or a public agency whose charter 

requires it to be self-financing) must be counted upon to implement 

a project, commercial profitability remains an essential considera- 

tion for a government as well as for the private firm. But even 

nere the role of commercial profitability is not the same for the 

government as for the firm. Por the government, commercial pro- 

fitability appears, if at all, as a constraint, for the firm it ia 

a primary objective and may be even the sole objective. 

Thus a government« s evaluation of an investment proposal may or 

may not inolude an analysis of its commercial profitability, depend- 

ing on whether or not it must rely on private firms or self-financing 

public agencies to implement the project. Its evaluation should 

always inolude an analysis of the project's national economic 

profitability. 
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2.      The Dimensions of National Economic Profitability 

Commercial profitability is relatively easy to measure,   at 

least in principle.    One calculates receipts and expenses year by 

year and then discounts future returns and outlays to a common 

present value,    national economic profitability is inherently more 

difficult to calculate because of the many elements that go to 

make up the quality of life.    Even when attention is confined to 

the economic dimensions of life,  as is customary in benefit-cost 

analj'sis,  the vagueness of "national economic profitability" is 

obvious.    Most governments profess concern to promote growth, 

equality,   employment,   self-reliance - all at the same time.    Any 

attempt to provide guidelines on project evaluation must therefore 

begin by resolving the forces pulling ourselves in opposite 

directions:    should we limit ourselves to a single "most important" 

dimension of eoonomic performance (for example, growth in aggregate 

consumption) in the interest of easy quantification?    Or do we 

oonsider a large number of dimensions,  for the sake of comprehen- 

siveness? 

Various arguments have been advanced from time to time for 

emphasizing growth in aggregate consumption over all other dimensions 

of eoonomic welfare.    Among the more important,  is first that 

growth in the aggregate is politically neutral, whereas other 

dimensions of welfare such as distributional equality involve value 

judgements that put them beyond the competence of the project analyst. 

Second,   it has been argued that other dimensions can be handled 

adequately outside the project trmw&sk by means of general 

economic policies.    Por example,  fiscal policy is to be relied upo« 

for achieving a proper slicing of the economic pie, and the design 

and opération of projects can be formulated solely in tertr.:* of the 

sise of the pie.    Concretely put, an irrigation project that could 

equally well serve large scale,  efficient and wealthy raarket- 

oriented farmers and small scale,  inefficient and poor subsistence 

peasants would be designed to serve the rich,  either on the ground« 
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that concern for the distribution of the project's benefits would 

introduce political dimensions into choice or on the grounds that 

taxes and subsidies could be employed to redistribute the benefits 

from the rich to the poor, if desired, 

The UNIDO Guidelines for Project Evaluation ' rejects both 

these arguments and the implication that attention be confined to 

growth in aggregate consumption. Since the reasons why these 

arguments are rejected are basic to the UNIDO approach, it may be 

useful to review them briefly here.  The first argument, the 

»political neutrality" of aggregate growth, falls almost of its 

own weight ae soon as it is fully articulated: it is in fact 

(though logically) not an argument for maintaining the status quo 

with respect to distribution, since one of the effects of existing 

inequality is to make the relatively rich better able to make 

efficient use of investment projects. This is not the place for 

extensive analysis of the evidence; it will have to suffice to 

point out that virtually every social institution, running from 

informal networks of friendship through the family to highly formal 

educational establishments, serve to reinforce the disproportionate 

»absorptive capacity" of the rich with respect to the benefits of 

public or publicly supported investment. Whether calculated or not, 

ths effect of "letting the chips fall where they may" is almost 

certainly to perpetuate inequality, hardly a neutral result in any 

meaningful sense of the word. 

•Hie second argument - handling such objections as distributional 

equality through fiscal policy - is not much more robust than the 

firat. Quite apart from the technical arguments that any system of 

transfers apart from "lump-sum" transfers, which is to say any 

practicable system of transfers, distorts incentives and thereby 

reduces aggregate consumption; there are two excellent reasons 

1/ Partha Basgupta, Amartya Sen and Stephen Marglin, Guidelines 
for Project Evaluation, published by the United Nations Industrial 
Development Organization, Hew York, 1972, Sales No. B.T2.II.B.U. 
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for not relying on taxes and subsidies to correct undesirable 

distributional consequences of projects. One is the moral 

repugnance that attaches to the dole or any system of subsidies 

that smacks of the dole, ¡lore important p;e the practical 

difficulties of taxing away the benefits enjoyed by the rich. 

Throughout most of the world political power is highly correlated 

with wealth and income, and the prosperous are generally able to 

avoid taxes that would effectively redistribute income, even where 

egalitarian ideals lead to tax laws that are *n their face highly 

egalitarian. As a practical matter it is simply unrealistic to 

rely on taxes and subsidies to correct undesirable distributional 

consequences of investment projects. 

This is not to suggest that to reflect distributional considera- 

tions in the criteria for project formulation and evaluation is to 

solve distributional problems. We are dealing with decisions at 

the margin, with the tactics of economic development, not basic 

strategy. And none of the objections of development can be 

adequately dealt with on a tactical basis alone, distribution 

included. But due regard for distribution at the project level 

may prevent matters from getting worse, and, more important, by 

bringing choices and conflicts out into the open in simple, clear 

and dramatic ways, can stimulate and focus debato and discussion about 

basic development strategy. 

For these reasons the UNIDO approach begins with a definite 

oommitment to the simultaneous pursuit of more than one objeotive, 

or dimension of welfare, in project formulation and evaluation. 

But we do not seek to capture every conceivable aspect of economic 

well-being in our analysis. First of all, we believe that the 

expansion of aggregate consumption and progress towards a more 

equal distribution are the most urgent and universal of the various 

economic goals of development. Other dimensions of welfare, 

although at fir3t glance seemingly independent, can often be 

understood as instrumental to these goals. For example, employment 
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is an oft-stated ¿oal of development. To - Treat extent, however, 

the expansion of employment opportunities is simply a means to a 

better distribution of income or +hn expansion of aggregate con- 

sumption.  Improvement of the balance of trade, to talee another 

example, is frequently a means of maintaining the expansion of 

consumption. Tc be sure, these objectives can conceivably go beyond 

distributional or aggregate-consumption considerations, and the 

UNIDO methodology is sufficiently flexible to incorporate them as 

distinct objectives, but most often we believe that the aggregate- 

consumption and redistribution objectives rail be broad enough to 

encompass balance-of-trade and employment considerations. 

In addition, the UNIDO Guidelines accept the propriety of 

including various special objectives that all too often are 

dismissed by professional economists because they are not based cm 

the overt and manifest preferences of the "sovereign" consumer. 

Recognizing the social nature of preference formation, we consider 

it entirely appropriate that at times project formulation and 

«valuation will reflect policy mohers' judgements with respect to 

people's needs even when thc3e run counter to the desires of the 

population at large.  Such a "merit wants'1 is education for girls 

in traditional male-oriented societies. 

Thus the UNIDO approach represents a compromise between the 

arguments tending to minimize the number of distinct objectives and 

the arguments tending to enlarge the number.  In general it is 

believed that simultaneous consideration of the contribution a 

project makes to aggregate consumption and the contribution it 

makes to improving the distribution of consumption will suffice. 

But the methodology if sufficiently flexible to allow for the 

introduction of other dimensions of the quality of life, as these 

appear to be important in specific situations. 
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3-  Setting Relativo Heights on Objûotives:_ The Role of Pol oy ¡lakers 

It is relatively oasi or to arree on the imp ort anco of taking 

aceount of tho multiplicity of developmental objectives in project 

analysis than to agree on how to do KO. In fact one of the principle 

concerno of the UNIDO Guidelines is to outline an operational 

methodology for simultaneously considering r.iore than a single 

objective in formulating and evaluating projects. Ideally, policy 

makerr would articulate the rolr.tive importance of various objec- 

tives by attaching numerical weights to the contributions to each. 

Por example, ta!:in,; aggregate consumption as tho «nit of account, 

income generated to the lowest quintile might receive an additional 

weight of 0.5, 2.0 or 10.0, according to tho importance attached 

to achieving equality relative to the importance of increasing 

consumption overall. 

As a practical ma+cer, however, this ideal seems to ho at best 

attainable only after a lon^ timo. It certainly does not appear 

to be a basis for immediate action, Therefore in contrast with 

the »top-down» approach of pro-assigned weights, the UNIDO Guidelines 

proposes a "bottom-up" procedure ii which the weights are generated 

by the formulation and evaluation procedure itself. In brief, the 

IffllBO system enjoins the project formulator to take the initiative 

in prep-oring- alternative design«t each primarily responsive to a 

different development oVoctlv*. In the irrigation choice posited 

earlier, for example, tho technicien responsible for the project 

would preparo two alternative designs of the dair, and distribution 

system, one emphasizing the expansion of aggregate consumption and 

(presumably) therefore allocating all or virtually all of the water 

to lpjpfe scale commercial growers, the other amphasising redistri- 

bution of income and therefore allocating all or virtually all of 

the water to the small scale subsistence peasants. 

The next step is to clarify the implications of choosing on© 

design or the other with respect to the relative importance of the 

two objectives. Hie UN1DÜ Guidelines employs sensitivity analysis to 
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this end.     Obviously,   if a high enoujh weight is placed on the 

income of the peasants,   the subsistence-orient ed alternative will 

show up better in terms of national   economic profitability. 

Conversely,   if we put a sufficiurciy low prorcium on peasants* 

income,   the market-oriented  alternative will To the more- profitable. 

At an intermediate value,  called the "switching value-'  in the 

Guidelines,   the two alternatives r,re  equally profitable.    Hence 

choosing the Bubsistencc-c rient ed rtcsi#i indicates an implicit 

weight higher than the switchin - value;     choosing the market- 

oriented design indicates a weight low«*  than the switching value. 

In the first  instance,  the alternatives are presented to 

policy makers together with the switching value.    This is intended 

to clarify and facilitate choice by quaatifyin , the implications 

of alternativj courses of action with respect to the relative 

importance of different objectives.     This avercise can be expected 

to offer si^ificant ¿a in over traditional practice in several 

ways.    First,  it will provide a systematic framework for considering 

competing objectives,   especially the objectives for which there is 

in principio widespread support but  in fact no highly concentratod 

politically powerful lobby.    Socord,   it provides a quantitative 

focus for dis us3ion and debate about alternatives.    Third,  it 

allows politically responsible and accountable ofiicials to 

intervene in the procese of fornii at 5. on and evaluation at exactly 

the point where political value judgements mist be exercised,  for 

in the Guidelines approach it is the policy maker, not the technician, 

who resolves the oonflicta between objectives.    By contrast,  tra- 

ditional procedures allow the intrusion of conflicts between 

objectives ia an ad hoc manner that usually blurs choice and 

responsibility and ßtves the technician a disproportionate role 

in resolving theso conflicts in the nasse way that he might resolve 

the conflict between safety end oconon?y ia deciding the strength 

of a bridge or dais. 
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Even if the UNIDC approach did no moro,   it would therefore 'K 

r. worthwhile inprovxient  over present practice    Dut  it holds out 

the hope of oven greater improvement:    r.fter a number of projects 

have been formulated and evaluated in tUc ,nanner,   the- ran^ of 

switching values for each weight nay become sufficiently narrow 

that for ail practical  intents and purports,   it beco .ec a point, 

a 3in/*le number.    Prcm  thai: ti:ac forward,   the bottom-up procedure 

can givo way to P, top-down procedure in which the technician 

formulâtes a Binale àeaifçi on the basis of pre-asairyiod weights. 

The UNIDO approach therefore has the merit of starting with an 

operational procoduro thr.t is in itself a worthwhile improvement 

on prenant practice m& is moreover capabla of evolving into a 

reasonable facsimile of ideal practice. 

In general,  there will be at laarfc two weights to deal with, 

which maJ.es tha methodology somowhat more complicated (but not 

unreasonably so) the/, the preceding summary indicates.    In addition 

to the weight on redistribution of incooe,  there is a weight implicit 

in the "neutral" objective of expanding açgregr.t©-consumption.    This 

weight reflects the relative importance of marginal additions to 

aggregate consumption now and marginal additions later.    This weight 

enters into benefit-cost analysis as a rato of disoount.    To 

distinguish this rato of discount from other ratos (such as the 

rate or rates that raay be relevant for déterminât ions of commercial 

profitability in a cash-flow analysis),   it is generally referred to 

as a »social» rate of discount. 

The higher is the sociel rate of disoount, the greater the 

discount placed on «arginai increments to future consumption relativ« 

to increaents to present consumption.    The Guidelines contains a 

lengthy discussion of the principles underlying the choice of a 

social rate of disoount.    By way of sumraarizlng that discussion, 

it isust suffice here to mention only threo points.    First, in 

general the higher the assumed rate of growth, the more pressing 

at the margin is tho prof ent relative to tha future;    tho higher 



therefor..-  is thu soci-I  rrvt- of discount.     See;.. _,   in  -u.y c~ac,   the 

choice  of a social  rate- of discount  is a valu«;   -ud-encnt  exactly 

analogous to   Ihi choice of a u i~ .t  <,;i tho  iacc.j  of  the poor 

relative to tic  ir.cona of tho rich,-     .,ir.rk-t  rat*.-  of int.. re it, 

rates of "time pref..r,¡nce '   exhibited V or  iapvtc-i   to  households» 

have only tangential redationcl ip to the   social   rate  of discount. 

(The- ¡.îarcinal productivity of capital h-.s an important  role to play 

ir the analysis,  but it >?nt¿rr, Lito tho dc. termination of the social 

value of investment,  not tho  social  rati- of dincourt.)     Third,  the 

social  rate, of discount cannot in general  "-;   ¡ncaninafully determined 

in tho abstract,    L sensitivity analysis turning  on  switching 

values i3 -injoined ar, tho appropriate way of dc-tertoinin/r thj social 

rato of discount. 

Other weights will he introduced as specific  situations require 

the considération of (thor objectives.    Ir.  -onerai  they,   in common 

with tho redistribution wei/ah* and the social rate of discount, 

reflect political value judgements that arc neanin.-;fully quantified 

not in the abstract,  but through a sensitivity analysis turning on 

switching values,    uno of the moro important  of these '»other" weights 

ie the value of forotji excitante,    ïlhoncver the value of incremente of 

foreign exchange exceeds tho domestic maraot value of tho goods to 

which a marginal unit of foreign   aechan• would  in fact be devoted, 

it is a fair infarene-  Uir. -  i'or^;> e-ehan/re- ic valued over end 

above it* contribution to a¿jcrc/«to consumption.     Such '»over-valuaiiott» 

reflect» a political value Juwoment that is tantanount to a merit- 

i«Bt objective of iadepondenue from the- strings tiiat inevitably 

Attach to foreign (#fts end loans,  an objective that is callad 

•••olf-reliance" for short in the IRIDO Guidelines. 

*•      Skì0-0* ^J2£5jyAJAe Mvision of Labour between the Center 
andTthc Field " ~~~ * ~~—-—..».«   , 

It  should be noted hero that the value of foreign échange 

impropriate for calculations of national economic profitability 
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icy  differ fron the  officiel  vr.li of forci.-'i: Cl'C •j\r< :;von when 

ìlf-reliar.co doeri no-   enter the pictmv ïpejrv.t e  objectivo. 

Fer .icury reasons official   oxchan. •e  r""C'..J  m; '.y undorestinr.to ti 

V^.luc    of   fnreirii ce i inn oven vicwcc ïlcl îf the .,   vvui »H.IH.-U auiCl^   in  terne o] 

r.^/TC jnte-consumption  objective.     The Guidelines  indicates a 

procedure for calculât in-; the appropriate value  of foreign exchange 

relative to the a¿jro¿ itc-consuription objectiva.     In the context 

of  agrégat e-censumpt i en,   thin value ir, called r. :'shadow price;'' 

rather than a weight,   +'-   0npha.3j.zj that no now valí.o   judgements 

arc required in cmicr to calculate  it.    Another  shad«.v; price of 

irr.portancc in many countries  is thv shadow vaco,   a wage rato that 

reflects the existence  of unemployment,   ovort and disguiuod, 

endemie to much of the developing world.    These  shadow prices,  as 

well  as the weights reflecting vaiue judgements,   belong to the 

category callod 'national paramolers¡' in the Guidelines.    National 

pcrai.iötcrß arc distinguished by their simultaneous relevance tô a 

large-, number of projects.     This makes it necessary and appropriate 

to  enntralize their computation. 

By contrast, other sladow prico3 are "best loft to field-level 

technicians to calculate.     Take for instance the cement going into 

a concreta dam in an area in which there is a severe cement shortago 

accompanied by rationing and other forms of non-market allocation. 

In  such a situation the market price of coment is likely to 

understate its valut- in terras.; of national economic profitability, 

and the market price must be replaced by a sh-adow price.    But the 

calculation of this shadow price,  and many of the shadow prices 

that  enter into benefit-cost analysis, is most appropriately 

delegated to field-level planners who can take local conditions 

Into account. 

This is not to say that no general principles arc necessary 

for calculating field-level shadow pricos.    On the contrary:    much 

of tho discussion of applying the UNIDO methodology at the project 

level  is devoted to laying out a general rationale for computing 

thoso shadow prices that aro assigned to individual project planners. 



In addition,   the, projet  lcv.l pi <r;nor b<^.,   th    .-.v.onsiMlity 

for making the .etilato,  o- Wfita and coots scan.inj'ful.     flu> 

Guidolüicn therefore devotes conquerable • tt,ntion t,  trarnlatinj 

abstractions like »a^r^tc  consumption" an,  "'v.-distribution»   inÍo 

operational  catarie-,  irto wLieb  fioM-Kvol   ;,i.fJiîiorn can fit the 

consequences of the projets  thoy ^ly3c.     Socrate   chapt.re are 

devoted to th) mensurar.oiit   of di^ct ,, ,;^—to-eorumn,Ption benefits, 

direct Rg/ïrog^tc-oonsm.iption cost«,   indirect  a;- T r^to-consumption 

^enofits and. costs,   ind  redistribution boaofits -nd coatr,.     ïhe 

Creator number of chapters doveted to th«. a^omte-conaunntiun 

objective reflects no greater importance for this objective,   but 

rather a common sot of principios for this and the redistribution 

objective.    For both,   th., basic measure of benefits ani costo ia 

"willin^css to per/',   that  ia,   the value of -oods ;jv.i  services to 

individuals.    The difference between the tuo objectives lies  in 

the restriction of the redistribution objective to .specific groups 

of disadvantaged people,   defined in general either by incorao class 
or by region. 

5*      âSÎSfiàJClvJ^i^ on the Basis of Shadow 
Price& and Wci/jita "** "*" —-.— 

The UNIDO approach to benefit-cost analysis corvects existing 

market prices, both to reflect differences between aggre^ite- 

consumption and private market values and to reflect si^ificant 

additional dimensions of uconouic woll-bein:ï that are not measured 

by the level of af^ro^to consumption.    A basic tenet of the 

-^4^An.e.* is t'mt &11 corrections to markot prices - all shadow 

prices and weights - should reflect the actual allocation of 

resources,  present and prospective,  rather than an optimal allocation 

of resources.    It in toraptirg to rescribo recipes for project 

analyois in the context of optimality,  for euch proscriptions are 

both nore elogant and conceptually simpler.    Indeed,  were wo 

writing a treatise that comprehended both the strategy and tactics 

of development, which - and this io the real sticking point - we 
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could anticipate  with rcü cwifidencc would bo put into effect 

throughout tho  orónos,   v- nijht tevo yioldcl to  temptation.    But 

¿ur coals -.ro nor»,  ::iOcb:3t „yi-i  W(:  thinl: ,aoro realistic.    V'o do not 

'-j-itieipcitG tluvt   tac offerta of a b-ndful  of technicians ano 

politicians cmci'.ud with project an-ilyeis can brine «out p, 

wholesale reforn  of ocerw. ic policy.    And so ve have taken "what  is» 

end !»wh»t id likely to b .•*' as the at-nrtinc .lOint for tao calculation 

of shadow prices  ami w.i-hts,   r-.ther than   'what  ought to be". 

una ,;.».;j&plc vili indi cat ü   lia  differ one o between correcting 

market prices on tl.c basis of »what is ' and correcting thum on tho 

basis of »what ouffht to w\    We advise Hasina; tho shaduw price of 

foreign exchange  in terna of a^Gre^te consumption on the actual 

(and anticipated)   allocation of foreign exchange at tho margin, 

even if an alternative allocation can !     shown to be superior in 

turns of individuel willingness to pay.    To calcúlete tho shadow 

priée on the basis of an »optimal»' allocation of forei(~n exchange 

would be appropriate only if one coule1' reasonably anticipate that 

tho necessary policy ohancci will in fact take place,  and this 

appears to us to inpute unrealistic power ani influence to project 

analytti in brlnz-ing about changos in policy outaido their area of 

inmediato responsibility.^   Tho UHIDO GuMelinee avowedly reflects 
s -4^3qguilibriuffl approach to banefit-cost analycisj    governmental 

power i8 assumed to be fragmented rather than conoontratod so that 

the government is "butter thought of as divided against itsolf 

rather than as wonolithieally fursiiiiis or capable of pursuing 

policios that can bo meaningfully characterized as optiraal. 

6*     Stawtaryi    The Distinguishing Pcatui-es of the Guidelines for 
project Evaluât ion 

this is not the plaoe to attempt a detailed, point-by-point 

2/   Por a mure detail ed discussion of this point,  see Araartya Sen» 
"Aeoountias Prices and Control Areas:   An Approach to Project 
fvalttÄtien»,  Economic Journal. 
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comparison with alternativo approaches to benefit-cost analysis.- 

/Lather it  is probably ¡noro useful  to curarií;O the distinctive 

features of the UNIDO GimleUjios,   the insertart  points that wc 

beliove  set  it apart  frou otaca- approaches and. ¡/¡ohe il  z superior 

vehicle for accompli shin," the ¿general purposes  of benefit-cost 

analysis.    First,   as the title  indicates,   UNIDO'a aim ir. to provide 

9j£à&i]MJ^yr PX0.¿¿ct_Ev^li¿atiari,   not to provide a corl1prehensive 

manual.     Early on,   the authors dispaine ef writing a set of 

detailed instructions  capable of comprehending the problems of 

countries diverse as idrico ana Cuba,   India and Ceylon,  Egypt and 

the Ivory Co?,rt.     Detailed Manuals can only bu written country by 

country,  by individuals intimately conversant with the econonic, 

social and political  structure of the countries for which they 

write.     This is partly because the {71-eat variations in the quality 

and availability of data on which shadow prices and weights rest 

necessitato corresponding variations in the analytic framework. 

But it io more because the shadow prices and weights depend as much 

on institutional patterns as on technology and resources.    The aim 

of the Guidelines is to provide a basis for writing comprehensive 

manuals,  to direct thinking about projects alon/j the lines that 

have been outlined in this brief essay and are elaborated in the 

Guidelines themselves. 

The second distinctive feature of the Guidelines is the emphasis 

on the multiplicity of objectives relevant to project formulation 

and evaluation.    Other approaches may bring in more than one objective, 

but this is customarily done in on ad hoc or peripheral fashion that 

hide« the conflict between objectives and generally attaches seuond- 

olass status to considerations other than the size of the economic pie. 

y   Por a comparison between the UNIDO Guidelines and the GECD» s 
«anual of Industrial Project Analysis in Developing Countries 
(Volume II:    Social.jCojt J^mj^Tl^sle,   authored "ÌSTUttle 
and James lîirrlcos,  published by the Organization for Economio 
Co-operation and Development,  Paris,  I969),   see Partha Dasgupta, 
"Two Approacher to Project Evaluation in Developing Countries". 
Industrialization and .Productivity. 
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Third, the £uidclinôc offer, a practice appr.acl to i.finùv; 

the weights that are the quantitative ojcprossion o£  th. relativ, " 

importance attaching to variouo objectives.  The censitivity 

analysis on which the .analysis of projects turns has the twin 

mo-its of (an inmediato improvement in formulatici and evaluation 

and tho gradual approacl« to a superior systen in which weights can 

be assigned prior to project design. It not »nly clarifia the 

naturo of the political value judrer.xnts inhurcnt in public 

investment decisions, it aleo alloua - and indeed, OMì;;UB - 

responsible and accountable policy makers to participate in the 

decision proceso nt exactly the point whoro those value ud-emaita 

can be most effectively translated into action. 

Fourth, and finally, the UNIDO guidelines iß based on the 

assumption that any methodology for benefit-cost analysis can have 

at best a modest impact on the overall franuwor!; of economic policy. 

This is, to te perfectly clear, to assume a relativoly permanent 

Btato of disequilibrium, with all its accompanying inoptimality. It 

is to assumo that overall economic policy ruflects a division of 

classos and interost groups, rather than a consistent set of measure» 

conceived and carried out by a monolithic ¿rovernwont. 

7«      CpflQ^ding -Cgrcrcent 

An impartial and unbiased judgement on the UNIDO Guidai Ines is 

hardly to be expected from one of its authors.    Naturally, I believe 

that tho Guidelines represents a significant and worthwhile step 

forward in the art of project formulation and evaluation.    Neverthe- 

less,  candor requires that I speak to tir ^lüdelinoa» limitations 

a« well as its virtues.    Candor is reinforceu   I hasten to add,  by 

aowìion senso.    Por nothing could do the guidelines or,  indeed, 

benefit-cost analysis generally, mere harm than to claim more than 

is to be realistically «xpectod, and to have those claims dis- 

appointed.    The major limitation of the fluídelinee is that, like 

any framework for projotffc analysis, it deals with the tactics of 
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illuutrr.t^d by th-   c-wip^rioy»! of .'¡ucl --.r   .r..1 <:<T.V ntion: i   r. • urcea 

©f electricity,     por 3"¡h-  tiau  te co- -,   it   -p;jt.r.r9 sensible   to 

restrict  calcul f.i i on n of nr.ttonr.1  economie  ¿.rufit-ùriiit;/ tt co ;- 

p?vrl*©r.i of .alternatives  that  fr.ll  uithii. -   ,IíIK,í«. .'.ini'.try1 8 or 

a^ney's Vtuißfct,  curl to r«:ly on otl.ur in? truant o fur f*o-»orr1i,mtion 

Wtvfcun ministriu» onu ;\,onciu'.]. 

It f,*ay will be asl".<u whether «roeh modest  ./line -jv v rth tho 

risl"§ of crafitin,* or cccaeorbiitin;,; conflict tlrvl   -ur laetiv^o] o.^r, 

with, it« ¿mphasin on tho Multiplicity of objoctiv*-.s,   -'.ppears to 

introduco.    Tho position of tho (Buid^linoe 11 th-1 conflict 1B 

orotttod not by thin or thr.t raethclolt»;r/ for btne-fit-cort onolyaiB 

but hy tho pathr alon ; which economic duvoloprunt tak<-a plr.co. 

Muting conflict,  which is the host that ¿alternative method o loólos 

(inducine the- alternative of ne ncthodoloßy)  offor,  will naturally 

appoftl disproportionc.lly to those whose intorostíi ere best servad 

hy following customary and trtulition-al for¡.in of compronlsc.    Üra- 

«Kitlsin,* conflict will appear not as n cost,  but r.a a honcfit to 

those who have the idoels of oquelity and oocial justice on their 

side but who,  lacking way« of translating these ideals into concrete 

terms,  Imvo traditionally received tho worao end of the bargain. 

£ 




